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Components, Systems
and Service for
Recycling Machines
1. Cycle Time Calculation
HYDAC Solutions

zz Highly accurate, tool-based cycle time calculations
zz Cycle time visualisation in charts
Advantages

zz Number and size of pumps are optimised according to the given cycle time
zz Cycle time is optimised according to the specified drive units
Cyle Time Scrap Baler

2. Valve Sizing and Manifold Design
HYDAC Solutions

zz Tool-based valve and pipe sizing
zz Extensive knowledge of manifold design
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zz Cylinder speeds, flow and pressure drops in valves
and pipes can be calculated automatically
zz Quick, efficient and economic sizing of valves and pipes
according to cost, pressure losses and power losses

3. Oil Tank Optimisation and Design
HYDAC Solutions

zz Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulation of fluid flow and degassing
zz Patented filters for active degassing

Advantages

zz Increased service life of hydraulic fluid and components due
to less risk of cavitation
zz Significant reduction in size and weight of oil tank

before

with HYDAC

4. Cooler Design
HYDAC Solutions

zz
zz
zz
zz

Automated pressure drop calculations for every single valve and pipe
Automated cooling power calculations
Cooling units for various applications
Coolers with optimised fans for low noise applications
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zz Cooling unit sizes are optimised
according to the calculated power loss

5. Load Simulation
HYDAC Solutions

zz Calculation of the drive power required and power loss values
zz Visualisation of current and average power demand and power loss
Advantage

zz Cycles and nominal (installed) motor power are optimised
Load Cyle Scrap Baler
current power
current power loss
Ø power demand
Ø power loss
motor power
pump pressure

Prospects with HYDAC
From Components to Systems & Solutions
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We provide all the components required for entire hydraulic systems
Quick and efficient tool-based sizing of entire hydraulic systems
Calculation, optimisation and visualisation of cycle times
Comprehensive analysis and optimisation of the entire system
Fast generation of customer quotations
Global support provided by a designated team of industry-specific experts

Components, Systems
and Service for
Recycling Machines
From Components to Systems and Solutions

5.

1.
Cycle time
determines the
size of the drive
units and vice
versa

System optimisation
with load simulations

Pump flow
determines
valve and
manifold sizes

4.

2.

Valve and pipe sizes
determine power losses

Pump flow and return
flow determine oil
tank size
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Accumulator Technology 30.000
Compact Hydraulics 53.000

Filter Systems 79.000

Process Technology 77.000

Filter Technology 70.000

Global Presence.
Local Expertise.
www.hydac.com

HYDAC Headquarters
HYDAC Companies
HYDAC HYDAC Sales and Service Partners

HYDAC INTERNATIONAL
GMBH

Industriegebiet
66280 Sulzbach/Saar, Germany
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info@hydac.com
www.hydac.com
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Cooling Systems 57.000

Electronics 180.000

Accessories 61.000

Free Sales Partners

